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At the front entrance of Schimpff’s Confectionery on Spring Street in down-
town Jeffersonville, visitors might notice two distinct red paint marks at the 

front door entrance of the two-story brick building.
Both of the bricks are marked with dates: 1883 and 1884. Those markings repre-

sent how high the water reached on Spring Street during the respective floods. 
However if visitors look all the way up to the second story, three windows with 

three bricks painted red on each side of the windows are clearly visible. 
Those bricks tell a story of their own.
Roughly 22 feet up from the city streets, those bricks represent how high the 

flood waters reached on January 1937.
Eighty years ago, the Ohio River Valley flood tore Jeffersonville to its core, 

causing roughly $5 million worth of damage and uprooting thousands of Jefferson-
ville residents. Even decades later, the flood is still an event that residents reflect on 
with damaging, emotional memories.

Rick Bell, who wrote the book The Great Flood of 1937: Rising Waters, Soaring 
Spirits, Louisville, Kentucky, summed up the flood’s devastation best by comparing 
it to some of America’s worst natural disasters.

“The Great Flood of 1937 still ranks as the greatest natural disaster in American 
history,” Bell says. “More people were threatened and more damage (was) done 
over a larger area of land than any other.”

The water comes roaring in
Ten days before the flood, residents of southern Indiana and Louisville began their 

preparations. Frightening weather reports were predicted, but few really knew what (or 
how much) to expect. So communities prepared for the worst, storing their valuables in 
attics, and stocking up on food before the heaviest rains hit. 

The rain officially started on Jan. 5, 1937. For the next 21 consecutive days, the city of 
Jeffersonville was doused with precipitation. In total, the city accumulated approximately 
19 inches of rain during the three-week span, compared to the two inches that southern 
Indiana averages during a typical January.

Once the rain finally stopped, the bigger fear for residents of southern Indiana and Lou-
isville was quickly realized: flooding.

The rising flood waters appeared quickly in the city streets of both Indiana and Ken-
tucky residents. Natives were in disbelief; sure, some had experienced the floods of 1884 
and 1907, but the waters of ‘37 left families unprepared for what was sure to happen to 
their homes.

“People were getting food and they were putting the merchandise on the higher shelves, 
which was futile,” recalls Gene Coomer, a 1944 Jeffersonville High graduate. “After I got 
home, my mother told me that the man next door told her we would not have a flood. But 
the next morning at 5 o’clock, my mother got us up and said the levee had broken. I looked 
out the front door and you could see water in the streets maybe four or five inches deep.” 

After the disastrous 1884 flood that saw the Ohio River reach a stage of 46.7 feet, a 
levee was built in Jeffersonville around the outskirts of the city. It worked as planned early 
on, protecting the area from rising waters during the 1907 and 1913 floods.

“(Authorities) were putting sandbags around and on top of the levee, which was an alley 
behind the houses that faced the river,” Coomer says. “We would go down there and they 
would let us on top of the sand bags. Every day you go down, it’ll be higher and higher. 

“I remember standing on top of the sandbags and the river is only two feet away and 
two feet I’m going over,” Coomer continues with a smile. “But I wasn’t afraid of falling in 
there at the time.”

Officials: It would take nearly 50 
feet of water to inundate Jeff.

Ohio River was flooded for its 
entire length of 980 miles, with the 
river gauge at Louisville of 36 feet.

Two special trains took 4,000 
people from Jeffersonville to other 

cities safe from the waters.
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Roaring Waters
It has been 80 years since the 1937 flood struck 

the city of Jeffersonville, and the community 
still remembers the devastation to this day
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The red bricks on the 
second level of Schimpff ’s 
Confectionery marks how 
high the flood waters got 
in the heart of downtown 
Jeffersonville.

The outside of the old Jeffersonville High School on Court Avenue flooded in ‘37. Despite 
being seven blocks from the Ohio River, water still reached the front door, canceling classes.
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Surviving 

On Jan. 14, the Ohio River was only two-and-a-half feet above the normal flood 
levels. Two days later, it was 12 feet above level and continued to rise. The crest 
of the flood submerged 95-percent of communities in Jeff, Clarksville and Utica 
before eventually cresting at 57 feet.

In all, the flood forced 4,000 Jeffersonville and 6,000 Louisville residents to 
evacuate their home and seek shelter. In addition, National Guard Capt. Henry 
Fleischer advised the removal of the entire 28,000 resident population of New 
Albany on Jan. 24. 

Two trains left on Jan. 24 to take 4,000 people away from Jeffersonville. 
The trains were on higher ground, so the water did not drown the tracks, they 

were still able to transport all residents away from their flooded homeland. On Jan. 
25, the surrounding cities in southern Indiana were officially deemed uninhabitable.

 “We were on higher ground than most people, and we would throw sticks at the 
ground to see how deep it was,” remembers William Elliott, a 1942 Jeff High grad-
uate. “My dad decided after we did that we better get out of there.” 

Unlike Elliott’s family, some residents decided to stick the flood out, and try to 
survive the ever-rising waters within their households. But by staying, they faced 
even more dangers: no roads and limited access to the outside. 

If waters became life-threatening, the National Guard was responsible for 
attempting a rescue by boat from rooftops. In the first week of the flood, it was 
estimated by the U.S Coast Guard that they had saved 500 people from rooftops in 
Jeffersonville alone. 

Despite most families being saved from the devastating waters, their houses 
weren’t so fortunate. Left-behind food and belongings that remained were ruined. 
No downtown shop or business had been spared from the raging waters.

“I remember oyster crackers sticking on the walls, puffed up like spider webs. 
We had to lift the street light at Spring Street to go under it also,” recalls Elliott.

The Red Cross spent roughly $1 million in rescue, relief and rehab work in the 
Clark County area to help civilians survive the flood, as most residents were with-
out their homes and some without their families. 

While waiting for the water levels to lower, families and refugees stayed in tents, 
which included two cots, bedding, a table, chairs, stove and electric lights, provided 
by the Red Cross. 

Aftermath
It wasn’t until early March that most residents were able to return to their homes. Even 

then, Jeffersonville residents would need a special permit from the city to be allowed back to 
their home or business due to safety concerns.

“We went back to our house and we lost everything we had,” Coomer says. “The only 
thing we saved from the flood was some clothing that my mother was able to wash (and) 
some iron poster beds.

“We shoveled mud out of that house for four or five days. We would take it out to the 
street and it was about six or eight inches thick,” Coomer continues. “We got our house 
cleaned out, but they wouldn’t let you move back in yet to the house.” 

The families of Coomer and Elliott were two of the luckiest in the community. At least 
they could return to their homes, unlike many who had to start over with nothing to build 
upon. 

The aftermath of the flood affected the entire community as a whole, regardless of eco-
nomic status or location. Homes that remained were filled with piles of river debris, which 
families had to spend days digging out. 

Other homes floated away entirely, completely lifted off their foundation.
Schools didn’t go back into session until the end of February. Due to so much time lost, 

students were unable to finish the grade that they were in -- instead, students were moved 
onto the next grade, regardless of where they were in their studies.

The flood of 1937 is still, to this day, regarded as the most devastating natural disaster to 
happen in the Ohio River Valley. The recovery process was slow, taking years to fully restore 
Jeffersonville to its pre-flood glory.

A book by entitled Mud, Sweat & Tears: A Community Remembers the Flood, captured 
the feeling of Jeffersonville’s recovery: “Clark County’s recovery from her greatest calam-
ity was a slow and painful process, one in which thousands of people had to rebuild their 
devastated lives and prove that their power of endurance was as strong as the river’s force of 
destruction.”

It’s been 80 years since Jeffersonville residents experienced their greatest downfall. Now, 
the city is blossoming into something that no one would’ve ever expected all that time ago.

Rain stopped, but the river 
continued to rise to the 54’9 

foot level.
Military planned the complete 

evacuation of New Albany.
300 people remained at Jeff at the 
Colgate Palm Olive Peet Company.
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The flood wall mural on W Riverside Dr is now supposed to be tall enough to no longer allow a flood 
like 1937 to happen again. The murals represent special places within Jeffersonville.

An overview shot of the Big Four Bridge in between Jeffersonville and Louisville, Ky. 
shows the devastation of the waters. Ninety percent of Jeff was left under water as most 
of the city was evacuated.
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